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Can you find an ant in the name Anthony? A black ant? A red ant? A fire ant? How about a
carpenter ant? Or is the ant in Anthony not an insect at all?
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The Pig in the Spigot , Richard Wilbur, 2004, Juvenile Nonfiction, 56 pages. Rhyming text gives
many examples of short words found within longer ones such as "pig" in "spigot" and "ant" in
"pantry". By the author of Opposites, More Opposites, and a Few.

I Hate to Go to Bed! , Katie Davis, Jan 1, 1999, Bedtime, 32 pages. Convinced that her parents are
having a party after she goes to bed, a little girl devises several plans to find out what she's
missing..

The name jar , Yangsook Choi, Jul 10, 2001, Juvenile Fiction, 40 pages. After Unhei moves from
Korea to the United States, her new classmates help her decide what her name should be..

Pip's magic , Ellen Stoll Walsh, 1996, Animals, . Pip the salamander is afraid of the dark, so he sets
out in search of a wizard who will help him overcome his fear and unexpectedly finds courage..

If the Dinosaurs Came Back , , 1991, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. For use in schools and libraries
only. A young boy who wishes for the return of dinosaurs imagines how useful they would be..

Growing Up Alphabet Learn Your Alphabet and More. Ages 3 and Up, Iwuanyanwu Kc
Iwuanyanwu, Apr 1, 2008, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. This book was written to teach chidren of all
ages the basic alphabet while showing how all things grow and progress. Each page explains how
one thing grows, changes, or forms.

Solomon Crocodile , Catherine Rayner, Mar 1, 2012, Crocodiles, 32 pages. Poor Solomon is looking
for some fun but no one wants to play. The dragonflies tell him to buzz off, the storks get in a flap,
and the hippo? Well, the less said about the.

A Dinosaur Named After Me , Bernard Most, Mar 1, 1995, Juvenile Nonfiction, 40 pages. Draws
parallels between the physical characteristics and capabilities of particular dinosaurs and specific
children and incorporates the name of each child into that of the.

My Beastly Brother , Laura Leuck, Aug 5, 2003, Juvenile Nonfiction, 32 pages. A young monster
describes the good and bad sides of his relationship with his older brother..

A Porc in New York , , 2007, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Monsieur Monmouton and his dog Cabot
fly from France to New York City in pursuit of his farm animals, who are taking a vacation to see
such sights as Blooming Dells and MOOMA..

Do like Kyla , Angela Johnson, 1994, African Americans, . A little girl imitates her big sister Kyla all
day, until in the evening Kyla imitates her..
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India After Gandhi The History of the World's Largest Democracy, Ramachandra Guha, 2008,
India, 300 pages. Told in lucid and beautiful prose, the story of Indias wild ride since
independence is a riveting one. Guha explores the dramatic protests and conflicts that have
shaped modern.

Scruff Sheep , , Apr 6, 2006, Juvenile Nonfiction, 32 pages. Scruff Sheep is the odd one out in his
flock. He's always late, always last, and always scruffy! Feeling rejected and unloved by the other
sheep, Scruff wanders off to be on.

The Mystery , Maxwell Eaton, 2008, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Max and his best friend Pinky the
pig decide to paint the barn, but when it turns up repainted the next morning, they must find out
what happened..



The Larousse guide to the seashore and shallow seas of Britain and Europe , Andrew C. Campbell,
Jan 1, 1981, Nature, 320 pagesUntreated poems by black writers, Josie Douglas, 2001, Poetry, 88
pages. This anthology of poetry brings together all the big names in Aboriginal writing and features
a wide array of styles and topics. With a foreword by Kim Scott joint winner of Proceedings , ,
1982, Large scale systems Introduction by Lyn HejinianWinner of the 1998 Barnard New Women
Poets Prize.



It Is What It Is , Coco Blu, Jun 25, 2008, FictionPrehospital Emergency Care Workbook , Edward
Kuvlesky, Joseph J. Mistovich, Brent Q. Hafen, Craig N. Story, Apr 29, 2007, Education, 496 pages
Noninvasive Instrumentation and Measurement in Medical Diagnosis , Robert B. Northrop, Sep 26,
2001, Medical, 544 pages. Noninvasive medical diagnosis (NIMD) is as old as medical practice
itself. From the earliest healers' observations of odors, skin color, and breath sounds to today's
wealth of Beany loves her cousin Amy but is worried about something going wrong if she agrees to
be the flower girl in Amy's wedding. Extensive study of the entire corpus of Anglo-Saxon button
brooches, looking at their design, origins and development.
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Sing, and Don't Cry A Mexican Journal, Cate Kennedy, 2008, Mexico, 300 pages. Sing, and Don't
Cry is Cate Kennedy's sensual and touching evocation of her time spent working as a volunteer in
small town Mexico. The people she comes to love inTwentieth-century short story explication:
interpretations, 1900., Volume 2 interpretations, 1900-1975, of short fiction since 1800, Warren S.
Walker, 1977, Literary Criticism, 880 pages. Lists books, monographs, and periodicals which
critically analyze or interpret short works of fiction written since 1800
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Unravelling the Evolution of Language , Rudolf P. Botha, 2003, Language Arts & Disciplines, 244
pages. "What blocks the way to a better understanding of language evolution, it is widely held, is
above all a paucity of factual evidence. Not so, argues Unravelling the Evolution ofThe Little Lamp,
Volumes 21-23 , , 1981, Hinduism Bernard Most Passionate search a life of Charlotte BrontГ«,
Margaret Crompton, 1955, Biography & Autobiography, 252 pages After Fiona Hannigan is found
murdered, former black magician Jack Winter is accused of the crime, along with three other
slayings, and he must return to the supernatural world. Examines the use of sign language by the
deaf and discusses the education and social conditions of deaf people in the United States.
Ordered by the emperor Vespasian of 44 AD's Roman empire to provide an aged ruler with an
army, centurions Macro and Cato find their efforts compromised by a deadly plot.



The Battle for the Labour Party , David Kogan, Maurice Kogan, 1982, Political Science, 160
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The employment acts, 1974-1980 with commentary, Great Britain, Charles Dominic Drake, Brian
Bercusson, 1981, Law, 43 pagesThe Southwest Airlines Way , Gittell, Oct 1, 2004, , . Fortune
magazine calls Southwest Airlines the most successful airline in history. Full of frontline tales of
Southwest's innovative management style, this compelling book
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The church bells of Leicestershire , Thomas North, 1876The Selected Writings of Christine De Pizan
New Translations, Criticism, Christine, Jan 1, 1997, Fiction, 392 pages. Contains selections from
eighteen major works by Christine de Pizan, Europe's first professional woman writer, presented in
contemporary translation with annotations, and Indian Country A History of Native People in
America, Karen D. Harvey, Lisa D. Harjo, 1998, History, 339 pages. A comprehensive resource on
Native American history and culture
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Multivariate analysis techniques for educational and psychological research, Maurice M. Tatsuoka,
Paul R. Lohnes, Feb 1, 1988, Mathematics, 479 pagesFlexible Multibody Dynamics , Olivier Andre
Bauchau, Oct 23, 2010, Dynamics, 752 pages. Flexible Multibody Dynamics presents an overview
of rigid body dynamics, analytical dynamics, constrained dynamics, and flexible multibody
dynamics. The text presents a
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Plant and nematode interactions , Kenneth R. Barker, Gary A. Pederson, American Society of
Agronomy, Crop Science Society of America, Soil Science Society of America, 1998, Nature, 771
pages. "This monograph explores nematode biology, systematics, and ecology, and provides
specific information on the most important crop-nematode interactions. Of the 27 chapters
inOeuvres complГЁtes: Les plaideurs. Britannicus. BГ©rГ©nice. Bajazet , Jean Racine, Louis-
AimГ© Martin, Louis Racine, 1825 083358586X, 9780833585868 Arancel de aduanas , Colombia,
1991, Tariff, 640 pages



Pain Free A Revolutionary Method for Stopping Chronic Pain, Pete Egoscue, Roger Gittines, Feb 29,
2000, Health & Fitness, 320 pages. A celebrity physiologist shares his stepbystep methods for the
natural relief of chronic pain throughout the body, with advice on relieving such ailments as sore
knees, weakLabour law, work, and family critical and comparative perspectives, Joanne Conaghan,
Kerry Rittich, 2005, Business & Economics, 361 pages. The book focuses on the relationship
between work and family in the context of debate about labour law and regulation. It considers not
just the position of women workers (paid There's an Ant in Anthony The open adoption book a
guide to adoption without tears, Bruce M. Rappaport, 1992, Social Science, 195 pages. A complete
handbook for couples considering adoption addresses a wide range of concerns and issues raised
by open adoption and offers helpful advice on all phases of the The Kingdom Keepers' senior year
in high school is almost over. For more than three years, things have been quiet. Their battles are
long behind them, they agree, the threat to.
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Passage Meditation Bringing the Deep Wisdom of the Heart Into Daily Life, Eknath Easwaran,
2010, Body, Mind & Spirit, 302 pages. Pioneered by spiritual master Eknath Easwaran, passage
meditation consists of memorizing an inspirational spiritual passage and then sending it deep into
consciousness throughA Solitary Sorrow , Teri Reisser, Dr. Paul Reisser, Sep 14, 2011, Family &
Relationships, 224 pages. This impressive book is written by a family therapist and a physician who
have counseled hundreds of post-abortive women. Honest, accurate, and practical, it offers hope
and
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Ryan's Place , Sherryl Woods, 2002, Fiction, 250 pagesMy Father and Other Disasters , Vjange
Hazle, Sep 15, 2010, Fiction, . Theresa Ann Dunbar (Munchie) is four years old when she becomes
aware that there is something missing from her young existence. While she romps with the other
children in the
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